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  April’s featured text
 [image: Download this featured text as an EPUB file (suitable for most e-readers except Kindles).][image: Download this featured text as a RTF file.][image: Download this featured text as a PDF.][image: Download this featured text as a MOBI file (suitable for Kindles).]Grab a download!


R. U. R. (Rossum's Universal Robots) is a 1920 science-fiction play by the Czech writer Karel Čapek. The play had its world premiere on 2 January 1921 in Hradec Králové, Czechoslovakia. Already in 1921, it was translated into English by Paul Selver, and was adapted for the stage in English by Nigel Playfair in 1922. The American premiere was at the Garrick Theatre in New York City in October 1922, where it ran for 184 performances, a production in which Spencer Tracy and Pat O'Brien played robots in their Broadway debuts. Helena was portrayed by Kentuckian actress and antiwar activist Mary Crane Hone in her Broadway debut. By 1923, it had been translated into thirty languages, and it introduced the word "robot" to science fiction and to the English language.[image: ]Central office of the factory of Rossum's Universal Robots. Entrance on the right. The windows on the front wall look out on the rows of factory chimneys. On the left more managing departments. Domin is sitting in the revolving chair at a large American writing table. On the left-hand wall large maps showing steamship and railroad routes. On the right-hand wall are fastened printed placards. ("Robot's Cheapest Labor," etc.) In contrast to these wall fittings, the floor is covered with a splendid Turkish carpet, a sofa, leather armchair, and filing cabinets. At a desk near the windows Sulla is typing letters.
Domin: To E. M. McVicker and Co., Southampton, England. "We undertake no guarantee for goods damaged in transit. As soon as the consignment was taken on board we drew your captain's attention to the fact that the vessel was unsuitable for the transport of Robots, and we are therefore not responsible for spoiled freight. We beg to remain for Rossum's Universal Robots. Yours truly." [Sulla, who has sat motionless during dictation, now types rapidly for a few seconds, then stops, withdrawing the completed letter.] Ready?

	(Read on...)

or see all featured texts.
 
  Current collaborations
 	The Monthly Challenge for April contains 67 works. You can help by reading the guide and contributing to the current challenge.This month: 	Pages processed: 1612 (53.7% of target)
	Avg. pages/day: 179
	Yesterday: 192



Last month: 
	Pages processed: 4334 (144.5% of target)
	Avg. pages/day: 140
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	[image: ]	The current Proofread of the Month is Memoirs of the Lady Hester Stanhope (1846) by Hester Lucy Stanhope.				

Recent collaborations: The Story of the Flute, The Art of Kissing, Frenzied Fiction, Napoleon, Doom of the Great City, The Ocean and its Wonders, The Playboy of the Western World, Kutenai Tales, A History of Japanese Colour-Prints, O. Henry Memorial Award Prize Stories of 1924


	The current Maintenance of the Month task is Work licensingRecent collaborations: Work index revision, Orphans, Proposed policies and guidelines, Author page connection with Wikidata items, Help page improvement, Undated works
	[image: ]


 
  New texts
 AB (a pseudonym) v Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission (2024)by High Court of Australia
Electra, [image: ] (1919)by Sophocles, translated by Francis Storr
Poems (1907)by Helen Elizabeth Coolidge
Provisional Collection of Taxes Act 1968 (1968)by Parliament of the United Kingdom
Poems (1913)by Louise Jopling Rowe
Safeguarding National Security Ordinance (2024)by Legislative Council of Hong Kong
Poems (1889)by Harriet McEwen Kimball
The Emancipation of South America (1893)by Bartolomé Mitre, translated by William Pilling

 A partial listing of some newly-added texts (Add to this list)
See other works added this year
 
  Highlights
 Poetry from ancient and medieval to romantic and modern, in love and war
Texts, laws, constitutions of many countries
Documents from US history, including Revolution and Civil War
US law: Supreme Court decisions, government documents, presidential addresses
General literature: modern novels and short stories, horror stories, children’s literature, science fiction, drama
Original, encyclopedic, popular articles on relativity, physics, biology, and other sciences
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